FRIDAY 09. MARCH 2018

11.30-12.25 Lunch and registration
12.25-12.30 Opening of the meeting
12.30-13.30 Pathogenesis
Chairs: Jan Aasly, Norway, Espen Dietrichs, Norway
- The key to Parkinson’s disease in the basal ganglia
  John Rothwell, London, England
13.30-14.30 Diagnostics
Chairs: Jan Aasly, Norway, Espen Dietrichs, Norway
- Does Parkinson’s disease start in the gut?
  Per Borghammer, Århus, Denmark
- Imaging the mechanisms of non-motor symptoms in PD
  David Brooks, Newcastle, England
14.30-15.00 Best 3 clinical papers 2017-18
Andrew Lees, London, England
15.00-15.30 Coffee
15.30-17.00 Therapy of PD
Chairs: Tove Henriksen Denmark, Erik Hvid-Danielsen, Denmark
- Which is the right way to treat early Parkinson’s disease
  Olivier Roscol, Toulouse, France
- Non-motor fluctuations - a forgotten phenomena
  Alexander Storch, Rostock, Germany
- Deep Brain Stimulation - background and latest developments
  Marwan Hariz, London, England
17.00-17.30 Coffee
17.30-18.30 Therapy of PD
Chairs: Tove Henriksen Denmark, Erik Hvid-Danielsen, Denmark
- Pump-based PD therapy - background and latest developments
  Angelo Antonini, Padua, Italy
- ICD and Parkinsons disease: Drug or disease?
  Thomas Munthe, Lübeck, Germany
19.00-19.30 Pre-Dinner talk
- The Future of Parkinson Non-motor symptom
  Ray Chaudhuri, London, England
19.30 Dinner

SATURDAY 10. MARCH 2018

08.30-09.00 Diagnostics
Chairs: Jan Aasly, Norway, Espen Dietrichs, Norway
- Biomarkers of Parkinson’s disease
  Per Svenningsson, Stockholm, Sweden
09.00-10.30 Therapy of PD Per Odin, Germany, Markku Päivärinta, Finland
- Novel therapeutic targets for PD
  Werner Poewe, Innsbruck, Austria
- Integrated care management of PD, An Evidence based perspective
- Novel therapeutic targets for PD
  Carsten Eggers, Marburg, Germany
- Pain in PD
  Heinz Reichmann, Dresden, Germany
10.30-11.00 Coffee
11.00-13.00 Future treatment
Chairs: Per Odin, Germany
- Cell and gene therapy: Hope for better treatment?
  Roger Barker, Cambridge, England
- From Laboratory to bedside - developments of new treatments
  Peter Jenner, London, England
- MRI guided focused ultrasound treatment for movement disorders
  Ilana Schlesinger, hifa, Israel
- Immune therapy for PD?
  Martin Ingelsson, Uppsala, Sweden
13.00-13.30 Lunch
13.30-14.00 Non-PD Movement Disorders
Chairs: Gudrun Sigurdardottir, Iceland, Håkan Widner, Sweden
- Movement disorders with neuronal antibodies-clinical approach, pathophysiological perspective and overlap with genetic and neurodegenerative disease
  Bettina Balint, Oxford, England
14.00-14.30 Pro-Cons Session
Chairs: Gudrun Sigurdardottir, Iceland, Håkan Widner, Sweden
- DAT-scan in routine diagnostics?
  Pro: Irena Rektorova, Brno, Czech Republic
  Con: Jan Aasly, Trondheim, Norway
14.30-15.00 Best 3 experimental papers 2017-18
Anders Björklund, Lund, Sweden
Coffee and departure